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The Swedish God
The complete title of this book is The
Swedish God ALLA ( EVERYBODY )
and Her Prophets the JANTEMENA About the Nanny-State of the Nobel Prize .
It is a satirical essay about the Swedish
people, the Swedish lifestyle and the
country s ambition to build, and enjoy (?),
the most egalitarian society in the world.
The author, Biro, is a professionally trained
observer (medical scientist) with a lot of
healthy humor. He provides a very
entertaining description of the Nordic
human phenotype, the characteristics of
their body and behavior. The Swedish
phenotype (blue eyes, blond hair,
well-formed healthy body, tall elegant
stature, elongated face, open honest sight)
comprises typical bodily characteristics of
the Arian ideal. Bur what about the
stupidity of the blond and the naivety of the
blue eyed? Biro is not shy to tell you the
truth (honestly and politely) behind the
arianity and stupidity of he Swedish
blue-eyed blondes. We learn that the
Swedes developed their own religion, the
adoration of ALLA. Please do not confuse
this with ALLAH, which is the Arabic
name for God and has nothing to do with
this new and breathtaking religion. ALLA
is the Swedish word for EVERYBODY
and refers to two religious concepts and
personal faiths: First Alla, Tillsammans (
Everybody Altogether ) and second Alla
Skall Ha ( Everybody Should Have ). This
religion occupies all places in the Swedish
heart and all nerves in the Swedish brain.
ALLA has her own commandments,
known as the Jante Laws . The Jante Laws
express by ten different ways that you, as
an individual, are a NOBODY, without any
value. These and similar collectivistic laws
provide the ideological foundation of
socialistic and communistic societies.
ALLA s Jante Laws are spread and
enforced by ALLA s priests, the
JANTEMENA. Sweden and the Swesh
provide an extreme and unique example of
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collectivistic living and thinking which has
obviously been inspired by Marx. The
European socialism is similar but much
milder than the Swedish one. We
Americans elected Obama to president of
the USA and he pushes this country to left,
toward the European and oh my goodness
toward the Swedish model. It became a real
concern, for many of us, how much is the
risk (or chance?) that USA develops into a
collectivistic society. Biro gives a clear,
intelligent and realistic answer to this
life-changing question.
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Biro - Google Books The complete A-Z index of Norse Gods, Goddesses, spirits, demons, legendary monsters and other
characters names from Norse mythology in alphabetical The Swedish God: Jan Charles Biro, Jessica Warrick &
Russell In Norse mythology, I?unn is a goddess associated with apples and youth. I?unn is attested in the Poetic Edda,
compiled in the 13th century from earlier Thor - Norse Mythology for Smart People Feb 27, 2017 Zlatan Ibrahimovic
is a deity and not only in his own believing. The Swedish striker has gone through an incredible journey as a son to
Bosnian Norse Gods and Goddesses - Crystalinks In Germanic mythology, Odin is a widely revered god. In Norse
mythology, from which stems most of the information about the god, Odin is associated with From Thor to Odin: a
guide to the Norse gods World news The The Swedish God - Google Books Result Sep 1, 2009 This book is a
personal analysis of the Swedish human phenotype and lifestyle and has the very clear intention of achieving a realistic
Freyr - Wikipedia Privacy The complexity of the Swedish brain is huge. I will try to illustrate it using the issue of
privacy. Privacy is the ability of an individual or group to seclude Religion in Sweden - Wikipedia Feb 4, 2015 As
Iceland prepares to build its first temple to the Norse gods since the Viking age, we look at the deities that will be
worshipped, including an Zlatan Ibrahimovic - THE SWEDISH GOD - Welcome To Manchester Jun 26, 2016 - 3
min - Uploaded by TomsoClick Show more to find more information about the video. Video Editor ? Tomso Program
The Norse Gods Norse religion - Wikipedia Hello Dalian! Dont know if anyone answered your question- it was
posted quite awhile ago, but maybe I can help. Yes, god and bra both Zlatan Ibrahimovic - The Swedish God HD YouTube Norse Mythology - the gods of the Vikings - Lutheran Christianity is the largest religion in Sweden, with
6.1 million Swedish citizens being .. 18% of Swedish citizens responded that they believe there is a god. 45% answered
that they believe there is some sort of spirit or life force. Odin - Norse Mythology for Smart People Odin (pronounced
OH-din Old Norse O?inn, Old English and Old Saxon Woden, Hes a war-god, but also a poetry-god, and he has
prominent effeminate Norse mythology - Wikipedia Thor, the brawny thunder god, is the archetype of a loyal and
honorable warrior, the He even owns an unnamed belt of strength (Old Norse megingjar?ar) that none Central to
accounts of Norse mythology are the plights of the gods and their interaction with various other beings, such as Norse
mythology: A-Z List of Norse Gods and Goddesses, spirits and The Swedish God [Jan Charles Biro, Jessica Warrick
& Russell Moore] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The complete title of this book is Ska?i - Wikipedia Sep
4, 2014 - 2 min - Uploaded by Football & Basketball SkillsZlatan Ibrahimovic - Swedish God - Duration: 3:16. AM
productions HD 16 views. New. 3:16 Odin - Wikipedia Feb 14, 2009 The Norse Gods are the mythological characters
from the Northern Germanic tribes of the 9th century AD. Their stories take place in 9 realms List of Germanic deities
- Wikipedia This is a list of Norse gods and goddesses that are in Norse mythology. Divided between the ?sir and the
Vanir, and sometimes including the jotnar (giants), the Tyr - Norse Mythology for Smart People Meet the Gods and
Goddesses of the Norse Pantheon. Odin (or, depending upon the dialect Woden or Wotan) was the Father of all the Gods
and men. Odhinn Images for The Swedish God Norse Gods and Goddesses. -. The Aesir. In old Norse Mythology the
Aesir are the principal gods of the pantheon. They include many of the major figures, Odin, I?unn - Wikipedia In
Norse mythology, Ska?i is a jotunn and goddess associated with bowhunting, skiing, winter, and mountains. Ska?i is
attested in the Poetic Edda, compiled in Freyr or Frey is one of the most important gods of Norse religion. The name is
conjectured to derive from the Proto-Norse *frawjaz, lord. Freyr was associated
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